< GLASHUTTE
LIMBURG TABLE
+ FLOOR LAMPS
stainless steel &
Hand blown glass.

Lois's pick for to create
ambiance in the lounge;
'Where’s Ben' with Led tape
LED extrusion light.

VOGUE SAFARI

Create INTIMATE AREAS
using floor + desk lamps.

Get inspired with VOGUE LIGHTING
and SAFARI PAINTERS
Lois and Sue showed us
round the latest Vogue
Lighting/Safari Painters
collaboration, a beautiful
tall house in the Mount with
magnificent sea views across
the South Pacific Ocean.

< ICICLE
PENDANT
LIGHTS
for a modern
Contemporary
look to the
kitchen.

THESE TWO TAURANGA FAMILY
BUSINESSES, headed by the
matriarchs, have been working together
on projects together for over twenty
years, styling interiors as only they
know how to, using colour and light.
This house just makes us sigh...
LIGHT CHANGES THE WAY WE SEE
COLOURS and with so much natural
light pouring in everywhere during
the day and the glow of different light
sources at night, you need an expert
to make sure the walls around you look
gorgeous from dawn to twilight.

PHOTOGRAPHER BRYDIE THOMPSON
STYLIST KATHERINE MCDONALD

WALL PAPER in 'Butterfly Garden' for
a vibrant look and feel.
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LIGHT UP YOUR SPACE and add a
feeling of cozy with QUALITY WALL
FINISHES and strategic lighting.
< FLEXIBLE
READING LIGHT
the 'Egoluce Italian
Led flexible reading
light' provides a
comfortable and even
spread of light.

SOFT EDGES
We Softened the
edges of this room
with warm greys soft
buttery textures.
< LED
EXTRUSION
LIGHT
'Trim Tim' with
LED tape.

BARREL PANEL
TABLE LAMP >
polished nickel
with Black
chintz shade.

LUXE LIFT
We used a Imperial Pheasant
metallic wall paper with the
Umla crystal halogen wall
sconce to add a bit of glam to
this small powder room.
G E T TH E LOO K , V I S IT
VOG U E LIG HTI N G .CO. NZ
SAFAR I PAI NTE RS .CO. NZ
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